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If we help our children to learn, understand and
experience today, then they will go out, explore and discover
more in the future. We at Deepti are working towards this
aim and now we have completed 38 years in this pursuit.

Now with the inspiration and support extended by the
circles of higher education. We entered into the publication
of JEE Main / NEET entrance books all over India. We are
expecting a good support from our wellwishers,
management and staff of the colleges, coaching centres,
Book vendors, students and academicia in promotion of
our publications.

It is our constant endeavor to provide the best of our
publications and services to all our honoured patrons.

It is no exaggeration if we humbly acknowledge that
the incessant and overwhelming support and
encouragement of our patrons have been the source of
inspiration for the phenomenal growth and development of
deeptipublications, which has gone from strength to
strength. It is only our patrons who stood by us and helped
our organization grow from a scratch to a mighty
organization.

We are thankful to all our wellwishers who have
recommended DEEPTI PUBLICATIONS books to the
students and we strive hard to stand up to the rising
expectations every time. We ensure that there is no
compromise on quality at any stage. We have the best of
text book authors, lecturers and other eminent and
experienced academicians who create these value added
books for the benefit of the students.

It may be a reiteration if we say that all these years
our publications have made a mark in serving the needs of
the students at various levels.

It is earnestly hoped that we get continued
encouragement and support from all of you.
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JEE MAINS

1. MATHEMATICS PART - A ..................... 400.00

2. MATHEMATICS PART - B ..................... 400.00

3. MATHEMATICS PART - C ..................... 400.00

4. MATHEMATICS PART - D ..................... 400.00

5. PHYSICS VOL - I .................................... 700.00

6. PHYSICS VOL - II .................................... 800.00

7. CHEMISTRY VOL - I ............................... 500.00

8. CHEMISTRY VOL - II .............................. 600.00

NEET

1. NEET PHYSICS VOL - I .......................... 700.00

2. NEET PHYSICS VOL - II ......................... 700.00

3. NEET CHEMISTRY VOL - I ...................  450.00

4. NEET CHEMISTRY VOL - II ..................  550.00

5. NEET BIOLOGY VOL - I .........................  550.00

6. NEET BIOLOGY VOL - II ........................  450.00



Note : NO CASH PAYMENTS
(Payments should not be made in cash to anybody)

Our Bank RTGS / NEFT details

This Catalogue was last updated on 3-10-2023 (Website)

❊  Prices are subject to change
without prior notice

Payments must be made by

Online Transfer to our account (RTGS/NEFT)

or

DD drawn in favour of

DEEPTI PUBLICATIONS, TENALI

Online transfer payment holders must send

a xerox copy of Bank pay slip / UTR Number on

your letter heads (college/shop/person) by

email to deeptipublications@gmail.com
to get receipt of that payment

A/c. Name : DEEPTI PUBLICATIONS

A/c. No :  451605040050002

IFSC Code : UBIN0545163

Bank Name : Union Bank of India, Branch - Tenali


